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BOOK REVIEWS // focusReviews by Adrian Hatwell

This latest project from one of New Zealand’s most acclaimed 

photographers may come as a jolt to those familiar with her work. 

And that’s precisely the intention; Ngā Tau ki Muri is a cry from one of the 

most esteemed observers of our culture to acknowledge the damaging 

changes being inflicted upon the landscape.

Interspersed throughout with text from various New Zealanders of 

note, the book opens with Hone Tuwhare’s poem Papatūānuku. Even 

before this verse of love for the earth mother, the book signals its much 

less sunny disposition — a hillside ravaged of its trees, a closed farm 

gate with a ‘for sale’ sign, the decomposing corpse of a penguin. This is 

no lover letter to the land, but a disparaging observance of our cultural 

footprint on the environment we were supposed to protect.

Though shot with her trusty medium-format Rolleiflex, these images 

do not have the inquisitive spirit of an outsider looking in sympathetically 

that has largely characterised Westra’s past work. This is the act of 

looking, through an overtly political lens, and pointing to the ugliness in 

our culture that we have now imprinted on our surrounds.

Details of erosion, litter, clear-cutting, construction and decay get the 

photographer’s ideological point across with the subtlety of some of the 

industrial practices she shoots. Text from the likes of Russel Norman, David 

Lange and Brian Turner reflect the complexities and pitfalls of modern 

existence that bring us to this point.

There’s not a great deal of positivity to be found in these pages, but in 

both the passages and images there are dull glimmers of hope — or else the 

project would have no reason to exist at all. Let’s hope the cry is heard, taken 

up by more, and we make a future where the artist might have the chance 

for a more triumphant follow-up. 

Suite Publishing, $40

www.suite.co.nz

Photo books covering a range of artists are fairly rare in New Zealand, 

as are publications that actually use the format well. To have a new 

release that does both makes Pictures They Want to Make an exceptional 

treat indeed.

Those who made it to Northcote’s Northart Gallery during the Auckland 

photo fest will have experienced a taste of what the book has to offer 

in an exhibition of the same name. What the exhibition hinted at the 

publication revels in, a diversity and richness of talent collectively given 

the attention it deserves but is so often deprived of. 

The book canvases 12 artists either from, or influenced in some way 

by, Auckland. The mix eschews the boundaries of age, influence or career 

trajectory — the average targeted reader will likely be familiar with some 

of the artists here, recognize the names of others and be meeting the rest 

for the first time. Even where the featured artist is well known, the work 

presented may be less so, and even previously unseen, which imbues the 

pages with the quiet excitement of discovery.

One thing that unites every photographer exhibited in Pictures They 
Want to Make is a conscientious appreciation for the space photography 

occupies (or should occupy) as art. Varied as they may be, every series 

here demands more from the viewer than a simple appreciation of 

aesthetic or technique, though readers with a lust for such will certainly 

get their fill. Instead they prompt questions about what’s behind the 

making, rather than taking, of an image, which seems to be the authors’ 

central motivation.

Each of the featured artists (among them Harvey Benge, Derek 

Henderson and Geoffrey H Short) gets a brief but pointed one-page 

introduction before launching into a series of contemporary, complex 

images engaging the ongoing ‘art photography’ discourse, flavoured by 

their place in the world. That the place happens to be Auckland makes 

things all the more rewarding to those familiar with the city.

Pictures They Want to Make is a sterling example of how a collective 

photo book might be put together, one that will hopefully inspire many 

more of similar kind. Around here we sure could use them. 

PhotoForum, $59.95
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